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Abstract
Recent studies on metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have shown that their designable framework architectures
and specific pore surfaces are of potential interest to chemists studying various functionalities of solid-state
materials, such as selective gas sorption, heterogeneous catalysis, magnetism, and electrical conductivity. Proton
conductivity is now regarded as a new functionality of the porous MOFs, and has attracted great interest, not only
for scientific studies, such as biological systems, but also for practical investigation. MOFs can provide
well-designed pores for proton-conducting pathways and include various conducting media, such as water
molecules in the pores. The various interactions between the pores and the guest molecules, such as hydrophilic or
hydrophobic interaction, may contribute to introduction of guests as conducting media into the pores. To date, we
have studied the introduction of acid molecules and water molecules into the pores as proton carriers and
conducting media, respectively, and have succeeded in synthesizing highly proton-conductive MOFs.
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